Wednesday 26th November and Thursday 27th November
Jack and Caroline came back into school to conduct more workshops with the whole school as well as
Pavilion. The aim for the 2 days was for the children to support the artists with the design process.
Within the site, there will be a long path with 8 different patio areas. The idea is that each class will
have a patio area to design with the final patio being created by our community groups.
Jack worked alongside Year 6 to develop their 3D drawing skills. We are also hoping to put some
words within the site so they began to think about concrete poetry.

Year 5 are going to make their patios out of circles which has been inspired by the circle packing
theory. The children first learnt how to use a compass before creating their different design ideas.
They then drew their design onto lino and cut it out. When the artists return in the Spring term, the
children will get to imprint their design into concrete.

Year 4’s patio has been inspired by the artist Gustav Klimt. Caroline started off by teaching the
children all about design and pattern making. They then had to create their own triangle collage,
these will all be grouped together to make a collaborative collage.

Jack decided to teach Year 3 all about the 4 colour map theory. This is where no two colours that are
the same can touch. It is more challenging than it sounds! Once confident the children worked
together to create a large circular design using graphite pencils which they soon realised were a lot
softer than their school pencils.

Year 2 began their workshop by developing their drawing skills. They learnt how to draw flowers and
trees. They then moved on to creating a collage created using triangles and squares. The end result
was very impressive!

Year 1 will create their patio using hexagons. Like Year 3, they also looked at the 4 colour mapping
theory and Caroline was very impressed at how quickly they picked it up! First they created different
patterns using hexagons and then they created their own hexagon using collage. The giant pattern at
the end was fantastic.

Reception got to work with Jack to create a collage made entirely of circles. He was impressed at
how good their cutting and gluing skills were.

Finally, Caroline worked with the younger children
from Pavilion. They created their collage using
circles and squares.

We are very thankful for all the work Jack and
Caroline have done so far. They are really
developing the children’s art skills and they are
creating high quality pieces of work.

